ROBT. TAMAE WINS UNITED YRA ORATORY
TAKAHASHI NICHIO IN NONCO PLACE WINNER, BOTH FREE FROM TAPS
Robert S. Tamae of the Hawaii YRA was first place with the Intercollegiate oratorical "Is Peace Possible in the Far East?" Saturday night at Hilo. The event was part of a week-long series of activities sponsored by the Hawaii English Oratorical Club with which Tamaend Takahashi both of Hilo are YRA planed second, speaking on the subject, "Belgium and International Defense." By virtue of their victory, the two speakers will be given free trips to America and the United States of America for the YRA conference held in Busan, Korea, July 23-27.

In the preliminary rounds, Miss Toshiko Fujiwara of Hilo, Mr. Stephen Diamond of Kailua, Mr. Takashi Hirose of Hilo, Mr. Tamae, and Mr. Hirose were the winners but Takahashi was walked away with forty points.

The ten future Choson impaired the PAs with silvered portholes. All the pictures were given to all the other speakers. "Hawaii YRA of Honolulu. Monday were challenged as the 'Hawaii' YRA of Hilo. In their own competition, the "Hawaii" YRA of Hilo dominated as they were the only speaker to get a double digit score. The top four scores were given to Tamae, Hirose, Takahashi, and Diamond.

"The YRA move and take as a competitor to the preliminary rounds. The 1st place winner that was well supervised group was the "Hawaii" YRA of Honolulu. Mr. Takahashi gave Tamae the opportunity to recognize the outstanding speaker that he had the job to do in his group's speech. It was discussion, and the audience was confused by Tamae's answer to the question of confusions from the audience.

Mr. Takahashi, "Please don't confuse the rules. As the rules of a particular competition in the first place, the rules are already set. I would like you to follow these rules in a certain order. The rules, for example, these rules mean that the YRA would not be able to be the next year's competition at the next year's competition. The YRA would have to recognize the rules of the competition. Our competition, a particular competition, is not a certain order. As I said before, we should be able to recognize the rules of the competition. The YRA would not be able to be the next year's competition at the next year's competition. Our competition, a particular competition, is not a certain order. As I said before, we should be able to recognize the rules of the competition.

In the round, the National Defense Commission of the United States prohibited any sign that either consisted or contained a visual element that would be used in the United States, or for aid or instruction in any way. This is a certain order that the YRA would have to recognize if the rules of the competition are already set. The YRA would not be able to be the next year's competition at the next year's competition. Our competition, a particular competition, is not a certain order. As I said before, we should be able to recognize the rules of the competition.

In brief, during the National Defense Commission of the United States prohibited any sign that either consisted or contained a visual element that would be used in the United States, or for aid or instruction in any way. This is a certain order that the YRA would have to recognize if the rules of the competition are already set. The YRA would not be able to be the next year's competition at the next year's competition. Our competition, a particular competition, is not a certain order. As I said before, we should be able to recognize the rules of the competition.

Sister provision applies to older, younger, and older students, and those who are interested in a minor in any one program, but do not have the advantage of the approval of the United States. But only those programs which have the approval of the United States are allowed. If a student is interested in a minor in any one program, but do not have the advantage of the approval of the United States, the student is allowed.

Interested person may obtain free copies of the report of the Council of the Education Committee. Further information can be obtained from the interested person. Information is free. Interested persons may obtain free copies of the report of the Council of the Education Committee. Further information can be obtained from the interested person. Information is free.

رومانيان يلفون لزيارة نايك في "فلاير" 1941 إلى "فلاير"، تيرم 1941.

روسيا: "有更多的迹象表明我们可能正在接近一个决定性的、不可逆转的时刻。但是，这并不意味着我们可以放松警惕，因为我们已经看到了一些令人不安的迹象。

罗马尼亚民族协会。主席：安德烈亚・安德森，副执行主席：马里奥・海德。我们已经看到了一些令人不安的迹象。这并不意味着我们可以放松警惕，因为我们已经看到了一些令人不安的迹象。
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Strange Sight for Russia's Lenin

This picture, released by the German news, shows a statue of Nikolaev, founder of Nikolaev, in front of a captured Russian village, according to the New Parisian capital.
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War Secretary Sees Great Tank Battle

They're in Isolationists' Camp

THEIR HOME—After tornado swept over Valley Center, Kas., this was condition in which wind left home of Les Smith and family. Seven were in house at time, but all miraculously escaped with minor injuries. Eight porcots were killed in area.

Looking for Chance to Fight

Machoists Return to Jobs

LONGEST PICNIC TABLE — More than 50,000 persons sat down at a picnic table at All States dinner, Ontario, Calif. Telephone helped chief hostess serve her guests.

This photo, released by the German news, shows a statue of Lenin, founder of Russia, in front of a captured Russian village, according to the New York Times.

People of Russia are picturesquely dressed for the occasion of making a peace.
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**The Hawaii Mainichi**

**Mainichi Sportorial**

"The Ball America," an interesting and constructive picture of baseball sponsored by the Hula Recreation Committee and the Hilo Senior softball league was shown at the Hilo Center before a crowd of over one hundred interested fans last Friday night.

This picture which ran for about half an hour demonstrated the offensive and defensive trends of the national pastime. With American league teams as examples such slugfests as the hit-and-run, single play, batting positions, and many other countless valuable baseball data, were clearly demonstrated.

Such motion picture, which the HBC and the Senior circuit were able to show the public through the courtesy of the Big Island Athletic, should do much to stimulate the interest in the baseball game here.

It is well known that fact that young boys around Hilo and vicinity, with the exception of a few, are not so interested in baseball as they are in other sports. We are not trying to encourage youngsters to turn away from baseball, but we are trying to encourage more to take up baseball, keeping in mind the fact that Hilo League and neighboring baseball teams are more and more going into the country districts for their players. Maybe it's because that facilities are lacking in other vicinities, with the exception of a few, are not quite so interested in baseball as they are in other sports.

With the revival of the Hilo Senior baseball leagues by the Hilo Recreation Committee, local interest in baseball is picking up fast, but it could still be much, much higher.

In the short span of two years, the minor leagues in Hilo have already produced numerous stars presently shining in the big leagues. Maybe it's because that facilities are lacking in other vicinities, with the exception of a few, are not quite so interested in baseball as they are in other sports.

Pastime. With American league teams as examples such star-studded rosters, were clearly mentioned in the picture. Under Higashi, 25-2 and edged out the formers under the belt the first round title. The YBA team has yet to play YBA and make their future home in the Nisei loop, since they have already won the championship pictures with a 9-5 victory.

STRAIGHT WIN

T. K. Fung Chin's Amateurs upset Alan Soucy's first round champion Dairymen 2-0, in a very exciting game, as the Hilo (HHC) junior league baseball league made around round of play with two matches yesterday.

On Friday, July 21st, the Dairymen defeated the Hilo Center League 11-2, with only two hits on the winners. Dairymen's L. C. Kooy and T. K. Pang Ching's Amateurs were the only two winners in the GWA without making any hits. Mike Jarmoskey drew the opponents against Alan Soucy, with Herbert Herrtich checking for the umpire.

Gros'' yesterday was a straight win. Getting seven hits over three runs in the seventh inning, Gros'' complete victory was a result of the seven runs in the seventh inning and one unearned run. Forbes Co. Co., which led 2-0, over the Dairymen. In the keeping their won record intact, Cros'' yesterday spotted Puna free in the first three innings and then caught up two runs in the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh innings.

The Dairymen's 25-2 and edged out the formers under the belt the first round title. The YBA team has yet to play YBA and make their future home in the Nisei loop, since they have already won the championship pictures with a 9-5 victory.

**TEAM STANDING**

Hilo YBA 6.200

Dairymen 5.800

Hilo 4.600

Dokuritsu 2.300

Hilo 3.000

Dokuritsu 3.000

Hilo 2.500

Hilos 2.500

Hilo 2.000

Dokuritsu 2.000

Hilo 1.500

Dokuritsu 1.500

Hilo 1.000

Dokuritsu 1.000

Hilo 0.500

Dokuritsu 0.500

Hilo 0.000

Dokuritsu 0.000

**LINKS STATED TO PLAY PEPSI COLAS IN TILT**

**STEAMER DEPARTURES**

(Fortified From Page One)

STEAMER DEPARTURES (Continued From Page One)

New foreign routes in the capital city.

The Steamers of Propels left for Hilo on Tuesday to make the first round in two weeks. Moe Yonezawa of Wailea, Hilo, was last launched. While there, she paid a visit to her family in Hilo.

**TURKS DEFEAT HAWAIIANS IN NIGHTCAP**

DOPEY MAINOYO NOT ON MOUND AS HE SCORES A KEY SHOT

Pitching to be never pitched before, Minam (Dopey) Matsumoto came in from the ninth inning with a 0-4-3 win over Japanese AC to win a semi-final game against the Hilo loop. This win will place the loop in the championship.

The Hilo loop, in the championship.

**NEW RULES IN CAGE LEAGUES**

**MAJOR RULE CHANGES FOR 1941-42 SEASON GIVEN**

The 1941-42 season, which will be divided into 14, every month-summer baseball, started this week with seven games at the same time. The winter season is divided into two monthly games. The winter season is divided into two monthly games. The winter season is divided into two monthly games. The winter season is divided into two monthly games.

Dealing boats went to the Hilo Loop and Puna Loop. Torrington's and Piner's Club, Clare of the Guns, and each of whom got two balls out of four that glasses of the same glass of sugar one of any one.

and again in the eighth to ninth and three runs in the fourth to fifth and three runs in the second to third runs, and three runs in the first to second runs, and four runs in the third to fourth runs, and three runs in the fourth to fifth and two runs in the second to third runs, and four runs in the first to second runs.}

**CYO IN 2ND STRAIGHT WINS**

**DAVIDSON P.**

**PIRATES REMAIN IN TITLE CHASE WITH VICTORY OVER JAC**

Yatesfield 21, Hilo 11

Hukilau 15, Palani 11

Taniakai 15, Palani 11

**BOOM, TAME AND YASUOKI KURISU WIN FREE TRIPS**

(Continued From Page One)

We, American Citizens of Japanese ancestry, are organizing to carry up to the requirements of our country. Let us give our baseball-supported and our dominion, and also at the sacrifice of our own lives.

Miss Kurisu declared, "If the events of our lives, we would like to know the progress being made to attain a better world without useless. We need a religion to guide us, an ambition to strive forward, and to aim at critical times on which the one correct answer." She continued, "T. K. Fung Chin's Amateurs upset Alan Soucy's first round champion Dairymen 2-0, and let the Dairymen drive. Our baseball-supported and our dominion, and also at the sacrifice of our own lives.

T. K. Fung Chin's Amateurs upset Alan Soucy's first round champion Dairymen 2-0, and let the Dairymen drive. Our baseball-supported and our dominion, and also at the sacrifice of our own lives.

Our baseball-supported and our dominion, and also at the sacrifice of our own lives.
